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Abstract
This thesis is about representations of Leavitt Path Algebras (LPAs). Specifically, we first
generalize a previously known construction of twisted Chen modules over the Leavitt Path
Algebra of a directed graph. We then give some thought to its extension to other modules,
and present new classes of simple Leavitt Path Algebra modules previously unknown. These
are modules generated by indicator functions of closed sets of P8, the set of all infinite paths
of a directed graph.
viii
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is mostly about irreducible representations of Leavitt Path Algebras (LPAs).
Specifically, we first generalize a previously known construction of twisted Chen modules over
the Leavitt Path Algebra of a directed graph. We then give some thought to its extension to
other modules, and present new classes of simple Leavitt Path Algebra modules previously
unknown.
As we study modules over a particular algebra, it is useful to note that these modules are
equivalent to representations of the algebra. A representation of an F-algebra A is a algebra
homomorphism:
ρ : A ÝÑ EndFpΩq
where Ω is a vector space over F, and EndFpΩq refers to the algebra of linear endomorphisms
on Ω. We will make the choice that our endomorphisms will act on the right, so that the
expression xf makes sense for x P Ω, f P EndFpΩq. As an algebra homomorphism, ρ respects
addition, multiplication (which is composition for endomorphisms), and scalar multiplication:
ρpa  bq  ρpaq   ρpbq, ρpabq  ρpaqρpbq, ρpλaq  λρpaq
for a, b P A and λ P F. A module over an F-algebra A is a vector space Ω and a pairing
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ΩA ÝÑ Ω denoted px, aq ÝÑ xa. This pairing respects the addition and scalar multiplication
of both A and Ω, as well as the multiplication of A so:
px, a  bq ÝÑ xa  xb, px, abq ÝÑ pxaqb, px, λaq ÝÑ λpxaq
px  y, aq ÝÑ xa  ya, pλx, aq ÝÑ λpxaq
for all a, b P A, x, y P Ω, and λ P F. Using the relation pxqρpaq  xa, one can see how modules
over the algebra completely define a representation ρ and vice versa. As a common abuse of
notation, we often omit ρ when speaking about a representation.
The theory of Leavitt Path Algebras is the confluence of three threads of mathematics,
involving ring theory, operator algebras, and quiver representations. The main thread of our
story is within ring theory, and began with investigations of W. Leavitt into the extent of the
failure of the Invariant Basis Number (IBN) property of a unital ring (with 1  0) around
1960 [30]. Any module over such a ring R that has a basis is a free (right) module over R, and
any module over a ring R that has a finite basis is finitely generated free (right) module over
R that is isomorphic to Rn for some n. A basis of a free module is a subset of the module
such that all elements of the module can be written uniquely as R-linear combinations of
elements of the basis. A ring has the IBN property when any two finite bases have the same
number of elements, that is: if Rn  Rm as R modules, then n  m. For example, one of the
first results taught in linear algebra is that all fields have the IBN property. Other examples
include (unital) skew fields, commutative rings, Noetherian rings, finite dimensional algebras,
and any ring with a quotient that has the IBN property.
When a ring does not have the IBN property, then Rn  Rm tells you nothing about n
and m. At the time, it was already well known that there are rings R such that the free
module of rank one is isomorphic to the free module of rank two. From this, it follows that
Rn  Rm for any m,n P N. For instance, R  EndpFNq, where FN is the formal vector space
with basis N  t0, 1, 2, . . .u over the field F (equivalently F-sequences of finite support) has
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the property R  R2. Leavitt wanted to find a ring that met a finer condition - a ring R such
that Rm  Rn as R-modules (for m   n), but Rk ﬂ Rn for 0   k   n, k  m. We say a ring
that meets this condition is non-IBN of type pm,nq. Leavitt’s early investigations focused on
finding rings of type p1, nq
To realize the module isomorphism between R and Rn is a straightforward task. It is a
fact that HompRm, Rnq is isomorphic as a vector space over F to MmnpRq where matrices
act via left multiplication by elements. Viewing the module homorphisms from R to Rn and
vice versa as matrices, we get:

x1
x2
...
xn
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ

y1 y2    yn

 IRn and

y1 y2    yn


x1
x2
...
xn
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ
 IR
This ensures that if R has elements xi, yi, 1 ¤ i, j ¤ n such that
°
xiyi  1 and yixj  δij,
then R  Rn. Leavitt then defined R  LFpnq as the algebra over the field F in noncommuting
variables xi, yi for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, quotiented by the ideal generated by:
!¸
xiyi  1
)
1¤i¤n
¤!
yixj  δij
)
1¤i,j¤n
where δij is the Kronecker delta.
A concrete realization of LFp2q is the operator algebra generated by upsampling and
downsampling operators of signal processing [36] acting on (finite) sequences, where the xi is
downsampling and the yi is upsampling. The action is defined as follows:
pa0, a1, a2, . . .qx1  pa0, a2, a4, . . .q
pa0, a1, a2, . . .qx2  pa1, a3, a5, . . .q
3
pa0, a1, a2, . . .qy1  pa0, 0, a1, 0, a2, 0, . . .q
pa0, a1, a2, . . .qy2  p0, a0, 0, a1, 0, a2, . . .q
The vector space of finitely supported sequences is isomorphic to the vector space FN, and
thus we can write the upsampling and downsampling operators as infinite matrices (acting
on row vectors on the right):
x1 

1 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 1 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 1 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 1 0 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ
x2 

0 1 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 1 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 1 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 1 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ


0
0 x1
...
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ
y1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 1 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 1 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0 1   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ
y2 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 1 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 1 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ


0
0 y1
...
ﬁﬃﬃﬃﬃﬂ
Thus, we have a subalgebra of EndpFNq that also fails to have the IBN property.
Similarly, we can realize LFpnq as the following downsampling and upsampling operators
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(which also have realizations as matrices):
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qx1  pa0, an, a2n, . . .q
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qx2  pa1, an 1, a2n 1, . . .q
...
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qxn  pan1, a2n1, a3n1, . . .q
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qy1  pa0, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a1, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a2n, . . .q
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qy2  p0, a0, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a1, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a2n, . . .q
...
pa0, a1, a2, a3, . . . , an, . . .qyn  p0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a0, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a1, 0, 0, . . . , 0loooomoooon
n1
, a2n, . . .q
In order to show that LFpnq ﬂ LFpnq
k for 1   k   n, Leavitt had to (essentially) compute
the nonstable K-theory of LFpnq. The nonstable K-theory of a ring R, denoted V pRq, is the
commutative monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective (right) modules
over R under the operation of direct sum. A familiar, related idea is K0pRq, the Grothendieck
group of this commutative monoid. The Grothendieck group of a commutative monoid A is
the group with underlying set A A quotiented by the equivalence relation:
pa, bq  pc, dq ô De P A such that pa  d  e  b  c  eq.
Addition is given by ra, bs   rc, ds  ra  c, b  ds where ra, bs denotes the equivalence class
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containing pa, bq. The nuetral element os r0, 0s, and the additive inverse of ra, bs is rb, as. There
is a cannonical monoid homomorphism from V pRq to K0pRq, given by a ÞÑ ra, 0s. In general,
this homomorphism is not injective. For example - consider an (additive) cyclic monoid A
generated by a with the relation 5a  7a. We see that A has seven elements t0, a, . . . 6au but
the Grothendieck group K0pAq has only two elements t0, ra, 0su, since 2ra, 0s  0. Leavitt
needed to work with V pRq rather than K0pRq, because although K0pRq can detect if a ring
has the IBN property or not , it cannot detect the type pm,nq of a ring. (R has the IBN
property if and only if rRs P K0pRq has infinite order.)
Related to Leavitts’s work, P. M. Cohn and G. Bergman made important advances in ring
theory in the 1970s. In 1973, Cohn gave a general way to invert homomorphisms between
finitely generated projective modules, via inverting certain matrices over a ring R (a process
called Cohn localization or universal localization) [16]. The Leavitt algebra LFpnq is a Cohn
localization of the polynomial algebra in n noncommuting variables. In 1974, Bergman
described a construction that takes any monoid where a   b  0 implies a  0 (called a
conical monoids) and creates a ring with that monoid as its nonstable K-theory. In the case
of finite cyclic monoids, Begman’s construction does give the Leavitt algebras [31].
The second thread began in the 1940s, when I. M. Gelfand and M. Naimark investi-
gated representations of of what would later be called C-algebras, which are generalized
Weyl-von Neumann operator algebras [23]. These were part of von Neumann’s attempt
to axoimatize quantum mechanics. Soon afterwards, Gelfand, Naimark and Segal gave an
abstract characterization of closed -subalgebras of bounded linear operators on some Hilbert
space [34].
Definition 1.1. A C-algebra is a Banach algebra A (a complete normed algebra over C
satisfying ||xy|| ¤ ||x||  ||y||) with an anti-automorphism denoted by p q such that, for all
x, y P A and all λ P C :
x  ppxqq  x, px  yq  x   y, pxyq  yx, pλxq  λ¯x
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and ||xx||  ||x|| ||x||.
An example of a finite dimensional C-algebra is the algebra of nn matrices with entries
in C, where  is conjugate transpose, and ||  || is the operator norm. A commutative example
is CpXq, complex valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff topological space X,
where (for f P CpXq), f : f¯ is complex conjugation, and ||f || : supxPX |fpxq|.
The Gelfand-Naimark theorem states that all (unital) commutative C-algebras are
isometrically isomorphic to a CpXq for some compact Hausdorff X. Moreover, this gives a (co-
)functorial correspondence between compact Hausdorff spaces and commutative C-algebras
called Gelfand duality. The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal theorem states that all C-algebras are
isometrically isomorphic to a closed subalgebra of bounded linear operators on some Hilbert
space. Unlike the commutative case, neither the subalgebra nor the Hilbert space are uniquely
determined. This has lead to the definition of a ”noncommutative (or quantum) space” as
the ”space” which corresponds to a noncommutative C-algebra in the noncommutative
geometry of Alain Connes [17].
In the late 1970s, J. Cuntz defined a C-algebras later called Cuntz algebras and denoted
On [18]. These were the first explicit examples of separable simple infinite C-algebras,
although Diximier had proven their existence earlier. Every simple infinite C-algebra
contains On as a quotient. It was much later observed that On is the (universal) completion of
the Leavitt algebra LCpnq. Let us think back to the example of LCpnq acting faithfully on CN
via downsampling and upsampling operators (where we have specified the field to be complex
numbers). Although CN is not a Hilbert space, it is dense in the space of square summable
sequences l2. The action of LCpnq extends to this Hilbert space. When we complete LCpnq
with respect to the operator norm, we have a concrete realization of On.
The Cuntz algebras were a significant breakthrough in understanding and classifying
C-algebras, and were generalized to Cuntz-Kreiger algebras. Later, these algebras were
further generalized to graph C-algebras by M. Enomoto and Y. Watatani in 1980 [20]. The
Cuntz algebra On corresponds to the graph C-algebra on the on the n-petaled rose (one
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vertex, n loops). Graph C-algebras were popularized by I. Raeburn and his coauthors in
the late 1990s and early 2000s. In particular, quantum spheres can be realized as graph C
algebras.
Leavitt path algebras (examined in detail in the next section) were defined in 2004
by P. Ara, M. A. Moreno, and E. Pardo [10] and (independently) by G. Abrams and G.
Aranda-Pino [4] as algebraic analogues of graph C-algebras. Soon after their inception,
Mark Tomforde observed that Leavitt path algebras were dense -subalgebras of graph
C-algebras [37]. This generalizes that the completion of LCpnq is On, as was previously
mentioned.
The last thread began in 1972, when quiver representations associated to a directed
graph were defined and investigated by P. Gabriel [21]. A quiver representation is a functor
from a directed graph (thought of here as a small category whose objects are vertices and
whose morphisms are directed paths) to the category of vector spaces. Equivalently, a quiver
representation assigns to each vertex a vector space, and to each arrow a map from the
vector space assigned to the source to the vector space assigned to the target. A quiver
representation is equivalent to a module over FΓ, the path algebra. FΓ is the algebra of formal
linear combinations of directed paths, where the product of paths is defined by concatenation
when applicable (and zero otherwise).
Gabriel classified all finite dimensional quiver representations of finite representation type
and tame representation type, showing almost all quivers have wild representation type. He
proved that all irreducible quivers (that is, the underlying graph is connected) will be of finite
type (admitting only a finite number of indecomposible representations) if and only if the
underlying graph without orientations is a simply-laced Dynkin diagram. In the next year, J.
Bernstein, I. M. Gelfand, and V. A. Ponomarev made Gabriel’s work more accessible and
introduced new techniques such as Coxeter functors, which opened up the area to further
advancements and generalizations by V. Kac and others [13].
In this thesis, we will focus on infinite dimensional representations of Leavitt path algebras
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of exponential growth, as finite dimensional representations of Leavitt path algebra have
been completely classified [28]. To this purpose, A. Koc¸ and M. O¨zaydın observed in 2015
that representations of Leavitt path algebras are equivalent to a full subcategory of quiver
representations that satisfy an isomorphism condition (which will be our viewpoint also).
This fact is the representation-theoretic consequence of the Leavitt path algebra of Γ being a
Cohn localization of FΓ.
According to K. Rangaswamy, a leading expert in the theory of Levitt Path Algebras,
”The module theory over Leavitt path algebras is still at an infant stage [33].” For instance,
up until now, the only known simple representations of Levitt Path Algebras were mild
generalizations of modules called Chen modules [14]. The main contribution of this thesis
is to expand upon that knowledge, by construct new families of simple representations of
Leavitt path algebras by utilizing topological Markov chains.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Leavitt Path Algebras and their (irreducible and
indecomposable) representations.
Most of the results in this section are not new, but some of the proofs are. Standard
terminology is in italics. Less standard terminology is bolded.
Let Γ be a directed graph consisting of V , a set of vertices, E, a set of arrows, and
s, t : E ÝÑ V (the source and target maps respectively). We will only work in the finite case,
which means V \ E is a finite set. We will call a vertex v a sink when s1pvq  H . A path
in Γ is either a finite sequence of arrows e1e2    en where t ei  s ei 1 for i P t1, 2, . . . , n 1u
or a vertex. The length of the path is n, and the length of a path that is a vertex is 0. We
extend the domain of s and t to paths where s v  t v  v for v P V , and for p  p1    pn
where pi P E, s p  sp1, t p  tpn. In the case where s p  t p, we will call p a closed path.
When the set ts piu
n
i1 has n distinct vertices, then we call p a cycle. In the case where there
is a path between any two vertices, we will call the graph strongly connected.
From this, we define the path algebra FΓ in two different ways, and then show that these
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seperate constructions define the same module. We will construct FΓ1 as the algebra over
some field F with a basis consisting of the set of paths in Γ (denoted by PathpΓq), and
multiplication of paths p, q given by:
pq 
$''''''''''&''''''''''%
p t p  q
q p  s q
p1    pnq1    qk p  p1    pn , q  q1    qk , t p  s q
0 otherwise
We abuse notation (and will continue to abuse notation) by having elements of the algebra
and elements of the sets V , E, have the same notation.
Here is the other construction of this object: for FΓ2, take the non unital algebra over a
field F generated by V \ E with the following relations:
(V) uv  δu,vv for all u, v P V
(E) s e e  e and e t e  e for all e P E
Here, δ is the Kronecker delta. We also call the nontrivial monomials v P V and e1    en
where ei P E, where t ei  s ei 1 for i P t1, 2, . . . , n 1u paths. We again extend s and t to
paths.
FΓ1 and FΓ2 do not have a unit when V is infinite. In the case where V is finite, then
1 
°
V v. We can put a partial order on V . For v, w P V , v ¥ w means there is a p P PathpΓq
such that sp  v, tp  w. Equivalence classes happen among strongly connected subsets of
vertices.
FΓ1 is isomorphic to FΓ2. We can define a map from FΓ2 to FΓ1 as identity on the
generators. The relations (V) and (E) are satisfied in the target. The map is surjective as all
basis elements in FΓ1 are images of paths in FΓ2. The map is also injective: for any linear
11
combination of paths in FΓ2, the image in FΓ1 is zero iff all of the coefficients are zero. Thus,
the map is an isomorphism, and we will just refer to FΓ from now on.
We extend construction of the path algebra on the doubled graph. Here we double the
edge set by adding new edges E : te|e P Eu where e goes in the opposite direction as e
of the origional digraph.
Vdouble  V Edouble  E \ E

s|E  s t|E  t
s e  t e t e  s e for all e P E
We again extend s and t to paths.
From the path algebra on the doubled graph, we create LpΓq, the Leavitt Path Algebra
(LPA), where we impose the the following additional relations:
(CK1) e f  δe,f t e for all e
 P E , f P E,
(CK2)
¸
s ev
e e  @ (nonsink) v P V .
Here, CK stands for Cuntz-Krieger and δ is again the Kronecker delta.
We want to extend  as a linear antiautomorphism on the path algebra of the doubled
graph, where
peq : e peq : e pvq : v pfgq  gf
for e P E, v P V , and f, g P E \ E. The relations hold under this automorphism, as:
(CK1) pe fq  fpeq  fe  δf,et f  pδe,f t eq
 for all e, f P E,
(CK2)
 ¸
s ev
e e


¸
s ev
e e  v  v, @ nonsink v P V .
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For p  p1    pn where pi P E \ E
, we can see that p  pn    p

1 . We see that LpΓq
is spanned by tpq | p, q P PathpΓq, tp  tqu  LpΓq by CK1. Also, note that pq  0 for
all p, q P PathpΓq unless there exists r P PathpΓq such that p  rq or q  pr. We will call
e P E a dual arrow, and p such that p P PathpΓq a dual path.
Whenever one defines an algebra in terms of generators and relations, the question of
whether the algebra is trivial or some of the generators map to 0 should be settled. We
already know that the path algebra is not trivial, as FΓ was defined with the paths of Γ as a
basis. However, LpΓq has more generators and more relations. We can use representation
theory to make sure all the generators of LpΓq are nonzero.
For our argument, it is useful to note that that the category of quiver representations is
equivalent to the category of path algebra modules [19]. This is straightforward - to form a
quiver representation from a module M , assign the vector space Mv to the vertex v and the
linear map assigned to e will be the map that e induces from Mse to Mte. To form a module
from a quiver representation, let M be the direct sum of all the vector spaces assigned to
each vertex, and let v act as projection and then inclusion: M
pr
ÝÑMv ãÑM , and e acts via:
M
pr
ÝÑMse
e
ÝÑMte ãÑM .
The category of representations of LpΓq are equivalent to the full subcategoy of modules
M over FΓ such that the Isomorphism Condition holds [28]:
pICq p eqsev : MvÝÝÑ
à
s ev
Mte for all nonsinks v P V
By CK1, e restricted to Mse yields a surjection onto Mte, and e yields a left inverse to
e, hence e restricted to Mte is injective.
Example 1. To each vertex assign the vector space FN. Then, for each nonsink vertex,
consider an isomorphism FN ÝÑ `sevFN. We can find such an isomophism because vector
space isomorphism classes are uniquely determined by their dimension, and both `sevFN
and FN are of countably infinite dimension. Then to each arrow e, assign the composition of
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the isomophism from FN to `sevFN with the projection to the summand corresponding to
e.
Note that by our construction, this quiver representation satisfies the Isomorphism
Condition, making it an LpΓq module. Each dual arrow e on Mte  FN is given by the
inclusion of this summand into `sevFN composed with the inverse on the isompophism
above.
The generators V \ E \ E cannot be 0 in LpΓq as they do not act as 0 on the module.
We also infer that the spanning set tpq | tp  tqu consists of nontrivial elements of LpΓq.
There is a Z-grading on LpΓq and FΓ as a consequence of assigning all v P V grade 0,
all e P E grade 1, and all e P E grade 1. This is compatible with the relations (V), (E),
and (CK1), (CK2), as all these relations are homogeneous. As a consequence, homogeneous
elements of degree n are described as
°
i piq

i where the length of pi minus the length of
qi is n for all i. Hence, LpΓq is a Z-graded -algebra, where  reverses the grading (with
multiplication by 1).
We can use the Z-grading of these algebras to prove that FΓ embeds into LpΓq [25]. First,
look at the map that sends FΓ to LpΓq. This is a Z-graded morphism, and the kernel must
be a graded ideal. Look at a homogeneous element in the ideal, say
°n
i1 λipi, where pi have
the same length for 1 ¤ i ¤ n. Taking the image of this element in LpΓq, act on it on the left
with pi . One obtains λitpi, which is only trivial if λi  0 for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, as tpi is a non trivial
element of LpΓq. Thus, the kernel is trivial, and the map is an injection.
We will need some more definitions to continue. Note that in order for a ring R to be
Artinian, that is having the Descending Chain Condition on ideals, all descending sequences
of ideals of R, say I1  I2     are eventually constant. A ring R is Noetherian when it has
the Ascending Chain Condition on ideals: all ascending sequences of ideals I1  I2,   
are eventually constant. A ring has Unbounded Generating Number when for each positive
integer m, any set of generators for the free right R-module Rm has cardinality greater than
or equal to m. A cycle has an exit when for any p that is a cycle, there is a path q such that
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sq  sp, but qr  p for any path r.
Many investigations of LPAs focus on the relationship between Γ and LpΓq. These results
are summarized here and quoted [28, Introduction]:
(i) LpΓq has DCC (Descending Chain Condition) on right (or left) ideals [6,
Theorem 2.6] if and only if Γ is acyclic (that is, Γ has no directed cycles)
if and only if LpΓq is von Neumann regular [7, Theorem 1] if and only if
LpΓq is finite dimensional if and only if LpΓq is isomorphic to a direct sum
of matrix algebras (over the ground field F) [1, Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7].
(ii) LpΓq has ACC (Ascending Chain Condition) on right (or left) ideals [6,
Theorem 3.8] if and only if the cycles of Γ have no exits if and only if LpΓq
is locally finite dimensional (i.e., a graded algebra with each homogeneous
summand being finite dimensional) if and only if LpΓq is a principal ideal
ring [5, Proposition 17] in which case LpΓq is isomorphic to a direct sum of
matrix algebras over F and/or matrix algebras over Frx, x1s (the Laurent
polynomial algebra) [1, Theorems 3.8 and 3.10].
(iii) LpΓq has finite GK (Gelfand-Kirillov) dimension, equivalently LpΓq has
polynomial growth if and only if the cycles in Γ are mutually disjoint [8,
Theorem 5] if and only if all simple LpΓq-modules are finitely presented [12,
Theorem 4.5]. In fact (i) and (ii) are special cases of (iii): Γ is acyclic if
and only if the GK dimension of LpΓq is 0. The digraph Γ has a cycle but
the cycles of Γ have no exits if and only if the GK dimension of LpΓq is 1.
The first instance of LpΓq with GK dimension ¡ 1 is given by the Toeplitz
digraph
Γ : þ
 ÝÑ 
( [26], [9], [28, Example 5.6]).
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...
(iv) LpΓq has a nonzero finite dimensional quotient if and only if Γ has a sink or a
cycle such that there is no path from any other cycle to it [28, Theorem 6.5]
if and only if LpΓq has UGN (Unbounded Generating Number) [2, Theorem
3.16] if and only if LpΓq ` LpΓq is not a quotient of LpΓq [28, Corollary 6.7].
If LpΓq has finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension then LpΓq has a nonzero finite
dimensional quotient and if LpΓq has a nonzero finite dimensional quotient
then LpΓq has IBN. Neither of these implications is reversible. [28, Corollary
6.9]
We have a Galois connection between 2V (subsets of V ) and ideals of LpΓq. A Galois
Connection is a pair of order reversing functions F : A ÝÑ B, G : B ÝÑ A between two
posets A and B, such that for a P A , b P B, a ¤ GF paq and b ¤ FGpbq. The connection is
as follows:
X
F
ÝÑ pXq
I X V
G
ÐÝ I
where pXq denotes the ideal generated by X. The partial order we use on the poset 2V is
inclusion, and the partial order we use on the set of ideals is reverse inclusion. This Galois
Connection establishes a bijection between particular subsets of vertices and graded ideals.
These subsets of vertices are hereditary and saturated: a subset of vertices is hereditary
if for v P H, if there is a p P PathpΓq such that sp  v, then tp P H, and a subset of
vertices is saturated if te P H for all e P E where se  v, then v P H. In general, this
bijective correspondence is called a Galois Correspondence between ta P A |GF paq  au and
tb P B |FGpbq  bu.
To support the claim of a Galois Correspondence, we will need a lemma:
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Lemma 1. For any nontrivial graded ideal I of LpΓq, I X V  H.
Proof. Let 0  x P I, where x 
°
i λipiq

i is a homogeneous element. As 1 
°
V v, there
is a v P V such that xv  0. Since v 
°
sev ee
, when v is not a sink and e is always
injective, this means there is an e1 such that xe0  0 when v is not a sink. One can continue
to find ej P E such that xve1e2    en  0 and e1    en is longer than any q

i that appears in
the sum
°
i λipiq

i as long as tej is not a sink for j P 1, 2, . . . n 1. If there is a sink that
appears as tej, there is no q

i that can be longer than it, as no starred path can precede
a sink. Thus, by CK1, we have xve1e2    en 
°
l λkp
1
k  0. By similar argument, we can
find a w P V and a sequence of f P E such that fnfn1f1 wxve1e2    en  0. This is a
nonzero homogeneous element of grade 0. By CK1, this must be a sum of paths, and the
only paths that are of grade 0 are vertices. In particular, up to scaling by an element of F,
fnf

n1    f

1wxve1e2    en  tfn.
Proof of claim of Galois Correspondence. Suppose H is a hereditary saturated subset of
vertices. It is clear that H  pHqXV . Since H generates pHq, for any vertex v P pHqXV rH,
we have an expression:
°
i λipiq

i hip
1
iq
1
i  v where hi P H and pi, qi, p
1
i, q
1 are paths in PathpΓq.
We see that, by using the relation of CK1,
°
i λipiq

i hip
1
iq
1
i simplifies to
°
j λjajb

j where
aj, bj are paths in PathpΓq and taj P H since H is hereditary (remember: e
pseqe  te). For
all paths p such that sp  v that are either of length equal to the longest bj or where tp is a
sink, we can see that tp P H. This is because pvp  tp and p
°
j λjajb

j
	
p is a nonzero
element with grade zero, where each summand has no generators from E. This is a vertex
that is a descendant of an element of H, and therefore in H itself. By invoking that H is a
saturated subset of vertices, for all p such that tp immediately precedes a sink or the length
of p is one less than the length of the longest bj, we have tp is also in H. We can repeat this
process until v P H, which means H  pHq X V .
Suppose that I is a graded ideal. It is clear that pIXV q  I. Observe IXV is a hereditary
saturated set of vertices (if v P I, pvp  tp P I, and if te P I for all e such that se  v, then°
sev e te e
  se P I). Consider the graded module LpΓq
M
I ÝÑ  LpΓq
M
pI X V q . The
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graded kernel of this morphism contains no ideals as it contains no vertices by our lemma, so
it must be an isomorphism.
For H a hereditary saturated subset of vertices, we have an isomorphism:
LpΓq
M
pHq  LpΓrHq
where ΓrH is the full subgraph of Γ on the set of vertices V rH.
For the map from LpΓq to LpΓrHq :
v ÞÑ v for v P V rH
v ÞÑ 0 for v P H
e ÞÑ e for e such that tte, seu  V rH
e ÞÑ 0 for e such that tte, seu  V rH
We see that the homomorphism from left to right is graded. Via the Galois correspondence
above, the graded kernel contains H and no other vertices, and is therefore exactly pHq.
This correspondence between hereditary saturated subsets of vertices and graded ideals
of LpΓq, extends to the non-graded case. The condition that the only hereditary saturated
subsets of V are H and V , and that any cycle has an exit are together equivalent to the
condition that LpΓq is a simple algebra [3].
Most of the literature on representation theory is on representations of finite dimensional
algebras. However, in order for LpΓq to be finite dimensional, Γ must have no directed cycles.
This is equivalent to LpΓq having DCC. This is an incredibly restrictive condition on Γ. In
this case, LpΓq is a finite sum of matrix algebras, indexed by the sinks of Γ. The summand
corresponding to a sink is an algebra of square matrices, where each nn matrix has n equal
to the number of directed paths that end at that sink [1]. The representation theory of these
algebras is well understood.
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The representation theory of LpΓq for Γ with no directed cycles is well understood as
a consequence of Morita equivalence of rings. Two rings R and S are Morita equivalent if
there is a functor from the category of R modules to the category of S modules and another
functor going the other way, such that their composition is naturally isomorphic to the
identity. Using this functorial viewpoint, one finds that modules over R ` S (where R and S
are rings with unity) are the same as modules over R and modules over S as M ÞÑMp1, 0q
and M ÞÑMp0, 1q maps the category of R ` S modules to the category of R modules and S
modules (respectively), and the direct sum of an R module and an S module has a canonical
RS module structure (R acts trivially on the second summand, S acts trivially on the first).
Thus we can break up a representation of `sinksMnpFq into representations of MnpFq. We
can then call upon the fact that, for any ring R, the representation theory of R is the same as
that of MnpRq [15]. Once we have reduced the representation of MnpFq to the representation
theory of F, we understand that these modules are just vector spaces completely characterized
by their dimension.
When an algebra is not finite dimensional, mathematicians often focus on finite dimensional
representations of the algebra. However, finite dimensional representations of Leavitt Path
Algebras are now completely understood [27]. In general, given a module M , the support
VM of the module M is the set of vertices v such that Mv  0. When one looks at a module
M over LpΓq, consider the support subgraph ΓM (that is, the full subgraph of Γ on the
support of M). The cycles of the support subgraph have no exits [11].
In parallel to how representation theory in general evolved, we may wish to extend our
understanding from modules over matrix algebras to modules over Frxs, or a Principal Ideal
Domain (PID). With this in mind, one can recall that finitely generated modules over a PID
are well understood. For any module M over a PID, say R, there is a unique sequence of
nested ideals In  In1      I1 such that M 
Àn
i1
R
L
Ii . In general, the subcategory of
finitely generated modules is too unruly to work with unless the ring is at least Noetherian,
as submodules of finitely generated modules over a Noetherian ring are also finitely generated.
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Leavitt Path Algebras are often not Noetherian. A Leavitt Path Algebra is Noetherian
precisely when the cycles of Γ have no exit [28]. This condition is rather restrictive on Γ.
Instead, we restrict our attention to the category of modules that are of finite type, which
are both Artinian and Noetherian. This is the same as the category of modules with a finite
length composition series: a module M is said to have a composition series of lenght n when
there exists a sequence of submodules 0 M0 M1     Mn M such that Mi{Mi1 is
a simple module for i P t1, 2, . . . , nu (where a simple module is a nonzero module with no
submodules other than 0 and itself). This module category will often exclude the free module
LpΓq (of rank one), but will still contain a breadth of interesting examples. We will also have
two tools to make use of here - the Jordan-Ho¨lder theorem and the Krull-Remak-Schmidt
theorem. Their statements are as follows (J-H found in [32], K-R-S found in [29] ):
Theorem (Jordan-Ho¨lder). Let M be a Λmodule of finite length, and F : p0  F0  F1      Fl Mq
and G : p0  G0  G1      Gm Mq two composition series for M . Then, for each
simple Λmodule S, we have that the number of times S appears as a quotient Fi{Fi1 for
i P t1, 2, . . . , lu is the same as the number of times S appears as a quotient Gi{Gi1 for
i P t1, 2, . . . ,mu, and hence l  m.
Theorem (Krull-Remak-Schmidt). Let M  0 be a module which is both Noetherian and
Artinian. Then M is a finite direct sum of its indecomposable modules. Up to permutation,
the indecomposable summands are uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
Indecomposable modules are modules that cannot be written as the direct sum of two
submodules. While it is clear that a simple module is indecomposable, is is not true
that an indecomposable module is simple. When our module category is semisimple, then
indecomposable also implies simple, but the finite length modules of LpΓq is not a semisimple
category. While this category is not semisimple, we can still try to understand simple modules
and how they might be extended to indecomposable modules.
As a brief example of why the category of finite length modules over LpΓq is not semisimple,
consider the graph consisting of one vertex v and a single arrow e that forms a loop. It follows
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from (CK1) and (CK2) that for the arrow e, the dual arrow e is its inverse. This algebra is
isomorphic to Frx1, xs, the Laurent polynomial algebra, via the map 1 ÞÑ v, x ÞÑ e. It is
well known that for fpxq P Frxs  Frx1, xs, an irreducible polynomial where fp0q  1, then
Frx1, xs{pfpxqkq for k ¥ 2 is indecomposable, but not simple.
Currently, the known simple modules over the Leavitt Path Algebra where Γ is finite
(|V \ E|   8) are either the projective simple modules vLpΓq, where v is a sink (s1v  H)
or modules defined by X. Chen in 2013 [14] (and later generalized). Chen modules are
generated by an infinite path   α2α

1α

0  α, where αi P E for all i P N, and tαi  sαi 1.
The action is defined as follows :
p  α2α

1α

0qp 
$''''''''''&''''''''''%
  α2α

1α

0 p  s α0
  α3α

2α

1 p  α0
  α2α

1α

0 e
 p  e, t e  s α0, e P E
0 else
This defines the action with generators V \ E \ E, which extends to all of LpΓq. The
action of any pq preserves tail equivalence, where tail equivalence for two infinite paths
α    α2α

1α

0 and β     β

2β

1β

0 means that there is a kα and kβ such that αkα n  βkβ n
for all n P N. Thus, Chen modules M have elements that are formal linear combinations of
tail equivalent infinite paths.
The infinite path α that generates a Chen module may be eventually periodic or not.
An infinite path is eventually periodic if there exists n,m P N where m ¥ 1 such that
αn k  αn m k for all k P N. We call the modules generated by eventually periodic infinite
paths rational Chen modules (and we call the other Chen modules irrational). In the case
of rational Chen modules generated by pCq8    CCC where C is some primitive
closed path (primitive means that there is no other path D such that Dk  C for k ¥ 2 ),
generalizations were defined by X. Chen [14], P. Ara, and K. Rangaswamy [12]. The former
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twists the action of e P E by the gauge action (arrows act as a nonzero scalar multiple of
their previous actions), and the latter is a further twisting that can only be done when the
field is not algebraically closed and the C is an exclusive cycle (meaning there is no other
cycle with a common vertex). In 3.1 below, we will extend these constructions via irreducible
polynomials.
2.2 Graph C*-algebras and their representations on
Hilbert spaces
A -algebra A over F (where F has an involution c ÝÑ c¯ ) is an algebra with a map 
which is an linear anti-automorphism and an involution:
px  yq  x   y
pxyq  yx
pcxq  c¯x
pxq  x
for all x, y P A, c P F.
A Cuntz-Kreiger Γ-family is a family of mutually orthogonal projections tPv | v P V u
(projections are elements such that P 2v  Pv  P

v , and mutually orthogonal means that
PuPv  ∆
n1
u,v Pu) and partial isometries tSe | e P Eu (partial isometries are elements such that
SeSe is a projection). that generate a -algebra such that:
(CK1) SeSe  Ps e for all e P E
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(CK2)
¸
t ev
SeS

e  Pv for all v P V such that t
1pvq  H.
where Γ is a graph as before. One noticeable difference is that composition is right to left.
For paths p  p1p2    pn in Γ with pi P E, we define Sp : Sp1Sp2   Spn . When p  v, a
path of length 0, we define Sp  Pv.
Now we can define a graph C-algebra, denoted CpΓq. It is a universal algebra such that
for each C-algebra with the same Γ-family, there exists a homomorphism from CpΓq
to it such that tPv | v P V u and tSe | e P Eu are both preserved pointwise. This universal
algebra will not retain the same Z-grading that the -algebra generated by the Cuntz-Krieger
Γ-family has (when one uses the analogous Z-grading placed on LpΓq).
From the work of Gelfand-Naimark [22] and Segal [35], we know that CpΓq has a
realization as a closed -subalgebra of bounded linear operator on some Hilbert space H [37],
in fact:
CpΓq  spantSpS

q | p, q, P PathpΓq, s p  s qu
As an example of a graph C algebra consider the Toeplitz digraph as before:
Γ :
e
þ

v
ÝÑ
f

w
Let H be the Hilbert space of square summable sequences over C indexed by N. Consider
the action on H defined by:
pa0, a1, a2, a3,    qPv  p0, a1, a2, a3    q pa0, a1, a2, a3    qPw  pa0, 0, 0, 0    q
pa0, a1, a2, a3,    qSe  p0, a2, a3, a4    q pa0, a1, a2, a3    qSf  pa1, 0, 0, 0    q
pa0, a1, a2, a3,    qS

e  p0, 0, a1, a2,    q pa0, a1, a2, a3    qS

f  p0, a0, 0, 0,    q
When one completes this -algebra with respect to the operator norm, then you obtain CpΓq.
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2.3 Symbolic Dynamics, Topological Markov Chains
and Perron-Frobenius Theory
Let A be a (finite) alphabet. A full A-shift space is the space AN, with a shift map
σ : AN ÝÑ AN such that for all pxiqiPN P AN, we have pσxiq  xi 1 for i ¥ 1. We will call a
subset of AN a shift space if it is invariant under σ. Here AN is a topological space with the
product topology where A has the discrete topology, and σ is a continuous self map.
Words in the alphabet A are finite strings of elements of A. We will be interested in Shift
of Finite Type (SFT) spaces, which are shift spaces S defined by a finite list of forbidden
words - that is, words that do not appear as a substring of any element of X. These space
can also be described by a finite set of allowed words, where, given a set of allowed words, we
can think of constructing elements of X letter by letter, checking against the list to see if
each letter appended allows the end of the word to appear on the allowed list. An SFT is
called irreducible if, for any two allowed words w1, w3 there is an allowed word w2 such that
the word w1w2w3 is allowed.
We have the discrete topology on A, and the product topology on AN. Projection onto
an appropriate coordinate separates any two distinct points in AN, showing that AN (and
hence any subset AN) is totally disconnected. By Tychonoff’s theorem, AN is compact if and
only if A is finite. Moreover, AN is metrizable. For example, we can use the metric:
dpa1a2a3    , b1b2b3    q 
¸
ti |aibiu
1
2i
.
The shift σ on AN is continuous. A subset of AN defined by a collection of forbidden words
is closed and shift invariant.
We will look at P8 : P8pΓq, the space of infinite paths on the digraph Γ. Here, A  E,
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the set of arrows of the digraph Γ, and P8 is obtained by obtained by declaring the set
tef | te  sfu as forbidden. P8 is a Topological Markov Chain, or a 1-step SFT. This is
because as we build the space, we need only examine the previous letter, or arrow, in order
to determine if the next letter/arrow is an allowed successor.
The topology placed on P8 is the restriction of the product topology on E
N. Notice that
P8 is closed as it is defined by forbidden words. As a closed subset of a compact set, P8 is
compact. It is also metrizable and totally disconnected.
Example 2.
P8pþ q  tu ; P8pü
 ýq  Cantor set.
Some combinatorial properties of the digraph Γ, equivalent to important algebraic proper-
ties of LpΓq (quoted earlier in section 2.1), are also detected by the cardinality of P8:
1. P8  H if and only if Γ is acyclic.
When Γ has no sinks:
2. P8 is a finite set if and only if the cycles of Γ have no exits.
3. P8 is countable if and only if the cycles of Γ are pairwise disjoint.
P8pΓq is also separable. This is because PathpΓq is countable, and hence so is the subset
of (finite) paths that can be extended to some infinite path. Picking an infinite extension
of such a finite path, we get a countable dense subset of P8 since tpP8 | p P PathpΓqu is a
basis for the topology of P8 (here pP8 is the set of all infinite paths with initial segment
p P PathpΓq).
We can also endow P8 with a Borel probability measure via the Perron-Frobenius
Theorem [24].
Given a real nonnegative n  n matrix A, we can define a digraph ΓA where V 
t1, 2, . . . , nu, and there is an arrow from i to j if ai,j ¡ 0. However, ΓA has at most one arrow
from i to j. Now A is irreducible (that is, there is a positive integer k  kpi, jq such that
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pAkqi,j ¡ 0) if and only if ΓA is strongly connected. If A is stochastic (that is, the sum of the
entries of each row is 1), we get a probability distribution for a random walk on Γ.
Conversely, to define a random walk on a directed graph Γ, we assign a positive probability
ppeq to each arrow e, such that
°
sev ppeq  1 for each nonsink v P V . If V  t1, 2, . . . , nu
and Γ has no sinks, then we define the stochastic matrix A  paijq, where aij is the sum of
ppeq for e from i to j. Now pAkqi,j is the probability of going from i to j in k steps, hence Γ
is strongly connected if and only if A is irreducible.
Theorem (Perron-Frobenius). Let A be an n  n real matrix A that is irreducible and
stochastic. Then the largest eigenvalue of A is 1, which has multiplicity one. It has is a
unique left eigenvector z with each entry zi positive and
n¸
i1
zi  1.
Proof. Consider the map A on ∆n1  tpxiq
n
i1 |xi ¥ 0,
°
i xi  1u  Rn (where A acts on
the right). This defines a self map on ∆n1, since for x P ∆n1, we have
n¸
i1
n¸
j1
xiaij 
n¸
i1
xi
n¸
j1
aij 
n¸
i1
xi  1. By Brouwer fixed-point theorem, there exists a vector z such that
zA  z. Thus A has an left eigenvector of eigenvalue 1.
This vector z  rz1 z2    zns has at least on entry, say zi, that is strictly positive since it
is an element of ∆n1. Since zA  z, we have the formula zj 
n¸
i1
ziaij. We also know that
zAk  z for all k ¥ 1. Recall that for k  kpi, jq, we have pAkqi,j ¡ 0. As a consequence, zj
must be positive when zi is positive. Thus, z is an element of the interior of ∆
n1.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, there are two distinct eigenvectors of eigenvalue 1 for
A, and call the second eigenvector y. Then, if the sum of the coordinates of y is not 0, then
consider
1°
i yi
y as an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 whose entries sum to 1. If the sum of the
coordinates of y is 0, then consider y   z as an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 whose entries
sum to 1. Given an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 whose entries sum to 1 that is not equal to a
multiple of z , say u, consider
pλz  p1 λquqA  λz  p1 λqu
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for all values of λ. This line must intersect the boundary of ∆n1 for some values of λ. Earlier,
we concluded that eigenvectors of A of eigenvalue 1 and whose coordinates sum to 1 cannot
lie on the boundary of ∆n1, so this is a contradiction.
Now, let λ be the largest eigenvalue of A, for the right eigenvector of y, as left eigenvalues
are equal to right eigenvalues. We will assume, without loss of generality, that the largest
entry of y, say yi is equal to 1 (this can be done taking a constant multiple of y). Then we
have:
λ  λyi 
n¸
j1
aijyj ¤
n¸
j1
|aijyj| ¤
n¸
j1
aij ¤ 1.
As we have already found a eigenvector of eigenvalue 1, this bound is sharp.
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Chapter 3
New Irreducible Representations
3.1 Generalized twisted rational Chen modules
We will now construct a module on which LpΓq acts. This will be a previously unknown
generalization of rational Chen modules. For these new modules, we will consider the case
where Γ contains a directed cycle. Let C  c0  c1    cn be a primitive closed path.
We define FPC as a vector space over F with basis PC , where PC is the set of paths in
PathpΓq that end at w  sC, but are not equal to a path qC for any path q.
Then MC : Frx, x1s bF FPC as a vector space.
We will define the action of LpΓq on MC using pure tensors of MC acted on by V \E\E

on the right and have the action extend linearly and multiplicatively. We denote a generic
pure tensor (ignoring coefficients) in MC by x
mba1a2    ak where a1a2    ak is in PC (ai P E
or a1    ak  w ).
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pxm b a1a2    akqα 
$''''''''''''''''''&''''''''''''''''''%
xm b a1a2    ak α  s a1
xm b a2    ak α  a1
xm b αa1    ak α P E
, s α  s a1
xm1 b c1 c2    cn α  c0 , a1    ak  w
xm 1 b w α  c0 , ai  ci for 1 ¤ i ¤ n, k  n
0 otherwise
This defines an action of LpΓq on MC satisfying the path algebra relations as well as CK1
and CK2. This is clear for relations (V), (E) and (CK1). This is also true for relation (CK2)
because given a pure tensor in MC , at most one e P s
1pvq will yield a nonzero result after
its action. For this e, acting by the factor e e is the same as acting by v.
We also have a left action of Frx, x1s on MC via multiplication by Laurent polynomials.
We have the categoriesMFrx,x1s of left Frx, x1s modules andMLpΓq of right LpΓq modules.
Using MC , we define two functors. Firstly, there is a functor
FC : MFrx,x1s ÝÑMLpΓq
where FCpXq  X bFrx,x1s MC for all objects X and FCpfq  f b idMC for morphisms f .
We also have, in the opposite direction,
GC : MLpΓq ÝÑMFrx,x1s
where GCpXq  HomLpΓqpMC , Xq and for f : X ÝÑ Y , we have the map GCpfq, where
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HomLpΓqpMC , Xq Q x ÞÑ f  x P Hom
LpΓqpMC , Y q.
Recall that Frx, x1s is a PID, as it is a localization of the PID Frxs. Thus, every finitely
generated module X over Frx, x1s is equal to the sum of Frxs
M
pfpxqkq where fpxq is some
irreducible nonconstant polynomial, or the zero polynomial. As both GC and FC respect
direct sums, we will focus on the case where X is finitely generated.
We will call FCpXq MC,f when X  Frxs
M
pfpxqq . Note that:
Mf,C 

Frx, x1s
M
pfpxqq
	
bF FPC
Theorem 2. GC FC is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor.
We will need a lemma:
Lemma 3. Given ϕ P HomLpΓqpMC ,MC,f q, ϕ is determined uniquely and completely by an
element of Frxs
M
pfpxqq .
Proof. We want to know the set
#¸
i
hipxq b pi }
¸
i
hipxq b piC
nCn 
¸
i
hipxq b pi for all n P N
+
because this is the set of possible images for 1bv under an LpΓq morphism (MC is a cyclic LpΓq
module generated by 1b v). Given a particular element, let N be a number such that CN is
longer than pi for all i. When we consider
°
i hipxqbpiC
NCN , the only terms that will have a
nonzero result are those where pi is an initial segment of C
N . For such pi P PC , this means that
phipxq b piqC
N  phipxq b vqqi where qi  cki    cnC
Ni . If pi has positive length, ki  0, and
thus qi is not a path starting with a power of C. (Suppose ckck 1    cnC
N  CNc0    cnk. As
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these are elements of PathpΓq, we have ck    cncn k  c0    cn, where ci n 1 : ci. We have
ci  cjpmodn  1q and this contradicts the fact that C is primitive.) Thus phipxq b vqqi  0
for all i with pi of positive length. As,
°
i hipxq b piC
NCN 
°
i hipxq b pi, this means°
i hipxq b pi  hpxq b v.
Proof of theorem. Consider the following diagram:
X Y
HomLpΓqpMC , X bFMCq Hom
LpΓqpMC , Y bFMCq
f
GCFCpfq
Note that x ÞÑ fpxq ÞÑ ϕfpxq and x ÞÑ ϕx ÞÑ f b idMC ϕx. Note that, by the lemma, both
maps are completely determined by a polynomial, and that polynomial is the first factor in the
image of 1bv. Let us call ϕxp1bvq  hpxqbv. Then ϕfpxqp1bvq  fpϕxqp1bvq  f hpxqbv
and f b idMC  ϕxp1b vq  f  hpxq b v. Thus the diagram commutes when we restrict to
the category of finitely generated Frx, x1s modules.
The functor GC preserves inclusion (if X is a LpΓq submodule of Y , then HomLpΓqpMC , Xq
is a submodule of HomLpΓqpMC , Y q). Thus, if Frx, x
1s
M
pfpxqq is simple (which happens
when f is irreducible), then so is Mf,C .
Note that in the case that C is an exclusive cycle (a cycle with no exits), we have
MC  Frx, x1s bFrx,x1s psCqLpΓq. This is because CC  CC  sC, so C and C are
inverses of each other as they act on the left of psCqLpΓq in this case.
Here is a general way to understand if a module you observe is a Chen module:
Let us define α  α0α1α2    as a regular infinite path in LpΓq (αi P E, t αi  s αi 1 @i P
N). We will use the notion that an element m of a module M survives along α if mαn is
nonzero for all n P N.
We will define the set Pm8 : tα an infinite path in LpΓq |m survives along αu and often
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put the tail equivalence ( denoted P
m
8 {). We also define P
M
8 :
¤
mPM
Pm8 .
Lemma 4. For M a simple LpΓq module, P
m
8 {  P
M
8 { .
Proof. Clearly Pm8  P
m
8 Consider α P E
m1
8 . As M is simple, there is a P LpΓq such that
mλ  m1. Thus:
m1αn  m
k¸
i1
piq

i αn  m
K¸
i1
piα
1
n
where α1n  q

i αn , n ¥ maxtlpqiqu
k
i1 and mpiα
1
n  0 for 1 ¤ i ¤ K. Thus we have K paths
that are tail equivalent to α in Pm8 . Thus E
m1
8 {  P
m
8 { , which yields thatP
m
8 { 
Pm8 {
Lemma 5. For M simple, P
m
8 {  trαsu ñ |P
m
8 |   8.
Proof. Take a nonzero element m PM . Look at Pm8 . If, by way of contradiction, |P
m
8 |  8,
then there must be at least two nonidentical paths that m survives along, say p0 and p
1
0 .
Since M is simple, |Emp08 | and |E
mp10
8 | are both infinite. One can continue in this way, forming
two infinite paths that are not the same at each step, and therefore cannot be tail equivalent.
This contradicts P
m
8 {  trαsu.
Corollary 6. For M simple, P
m
8 {  trαsu ñ there is a p P PathpΓq such that E
mp
8  tα
1u
where α1 is a truncation of α
Proof. By the above, Pm8 is finite. Look at the element of P
m
8 that takes the longest to
become tail equivalent to α, say β. If βk P PathpΓq is the initial part of this infinitely long
path that does not conform to α, then Emβk8  tα1u
Lemma 7. For M simple, P
m
8 {  trαsu ðñ M is a Chen Module.
Proof. ð is clear by definition. For ñ, take any nonzero element of M . There is a path
p P PathpΓq such that mp survives only along a truncation of α (which, since we are
working with equivalence classes, we can take this path and call it α1). Consider the module
homomorphism from the Chen module to M that sends α to mp. This will be onto as M is
simple, and one-to-one as Chen modules are simple.
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Lemma 8. Given a simple module M such that there is an 0  m PM where mfpCq  0,
(fpxq is a polynomial in Frxs, fp0q  1), Pm8  tC8u.
Proof. With the condition that mfpCq  0, we can show that mp  0 where p P PathpΓq
is anything that deviates from C8. For fpxq 
°n
i0 aix
i we can write anmC
n 
an1mC
pn1q      a1mC
  m. We consider mp  panmC
n  an1mC
pn1q     
a1mC
qp. This may set some summands equal to zero, as it is assumed that p devi-
ates from C8. For the summands it does not set equal to zero, we consider the identity
anmC
n  an1mC
pn1q      a1mC
  m, we get anmC
pn kq  an1mC
pn1 kq 
    a1mC
pk 1q  mCk, which allows us to rewrite mCk in terms of summands with
strictly larger powers of C. We can inflate these powers of Ck to be longer than any p that
deviates from C8. Hence, mp  0.
Using a similar argument, consider Ck acting on m for some k P N. When we act on m where
it has been rewritten with powers strictly larger than k. Then we get mCk  mgpCq for
some polynomial g. This cannot equal zero, as mgpCqCk  m.
Corollary 9. Given a simple module M such that there is a fpxq P Frxs where fp0q  1
and a 0  m P M such that mfpCq  0, then M is a (generalized, twisted) rational Chen
module.
3.2 Extension of Generalized Twisted Chen Modules
Lemma 10. Given a commutative diagram:
0 A E B 0
0 A E 1 B 0
f
id
g
ϕ id
f 1 g1
where the rows are short exact sequences, ϕ is an isomophism.
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Proof. Suppose ϕpeq  0 for e P E Then g1ϕpeq  0, which by commutativity implies that
gpeq  0. By exactness, e P Impfq. Since f is injective, f1peq  a and by commutativity,
ϕfpaq  f 1paq  0. Since f 1 is injective, this means a  0, so fpaq  e  0.
As the diagram is commutative, ϕ is an injection.
Let e1 P E. Since g1, g are both surjective, there is an e P E such gpeq  g1pe1q. By
commutativity, g1ϕpeq  gpeq, so g1ϕpeq  g1pe1q. This means ϕpeq   x  e1 where x is some
element of Kerpg1q. Since Kerpg1q  Impf 1q by exactness, then x  fpaq for some a P A. By
commutativity, ϕfpaq  f 1paq. Thus, ϕpe  fpaqq  e1.
Therefore, ϕ is also a surjection, and thus an isomorphism.
Notice that we only needed a surjective map from A to A, rather than an isomorphism.
Given a projective module P (the first step of a projective resolution of B and a surjection
 : P ÝÑ B, then given any module E and a surjective map pi : E ÝÑ B, we have an ˜ such
that the following diagram commutes.
P
E B
˜
pi
We will use this setup in two future diagrams.
Lemma 11. Given a short exact sequence:
0 A E B 0ι pi
there is an extension of B by A that is isomorphic to E.
Proof. First, consider the following diagram:
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0 A A` P P 0
0 A E B 0
aÞÑpa,0q
id
pa,αqÞÑα
rι˜s 
˜
ι pi
Clearly the top sequence is short exact. We will check that it is commutative on the
squares.
For the left square: a ÞÑ pa, 0q ÞÑ ιpaq   p0q  ιpaq and a ÞÑ a ÞÑ ιpaq
For the right square: pa, αq ÞÑ α ÞÑ pαq and pa, αq ÞÑ ιpaq   ˜pαq ÞÑ piιpaq   pi˜pαq 
0  pαq  pαq
As a consequence of this diagram, we get that

ι
˜

is a surjective map. We will call the kernel
of this surjective map M . Note that M  tpa, αq P A` P | ιpaq  ˜pαqu. Thus, we get the
following commutative diagram:
0 A A` P {M B 0
0 A E B 0
aÞÑ[a,0]
id
[a,α]ÞÑpαq
rι˜s id
ι pi
We note that the top right map is well defined. This is because when ra, αs  ra  a1, α  α1s,
then ιpa1q  ˜pα1q. This implies piιpa1q  pi˜pα1q, so 0  pα1q (as piι  0 and pi˜  ). Thus,
pα   α1q  pαq. The top sequence is again short exact.
So, given a fixed projective module P which projects onto B via , we have A` P {M  E
where M is calculated using ˜ (which uses the information of pi) and ι.
Note that M  tpa, αq P A` P | ιpaq  ˜pαqu  tpa, αq P A` P | a  ι1p˜pαqqu (this
makes sense as ι is injective). Here, α is an element of the kerpq, as 0  piιpaq  pi˜pαq  pαq.
Let us then consider M as the graph of a homomorphism from K : kerpq to A (where
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the domain is the second summand and the range is the first summand). We will be more
specific in our notation then:
Mϕ  tpa, kq P A`K | a  ϕpkqu
for ϕ P HompK,Aq. Thus we have a correspondence between HompK,Aq and equivalence
classes in ExtpB,Aq. Both of these sets have algebraic structure - HompK,Aq is an additive
group, as is ExtpB,Aq under Baer sum. We will show that this correspondence respects the
additive structures of both. We will use the notation  Baer to denote the Baer sum and
E B E
1 to denote the pullback with respect to B. Recall that the Baer sum is a quotient of
the pullback with respect to the pushforward (using two SESs with the same start and end).
Theorem 3.1. There is a correspondence between HompK,Aq as an additive group and
ExtpB,Aq, an additive group under Baer sum
Proof.
pA` P q B pA` P q A` P
pA` P
M
Mϕ1 q B p
A` P
M
Mϕ2 q
A` P
M
Mϕ1 ϕ2
pA` P
M
Mϕ1 q  Baer p
A` P
M
Mϕ2 q
The first pullback uses the map pa, αq ÞÑ pαq on both summands. The second pullback uses
the map ra, αs ÞÑ pαq on both summands. The final Baer sum is with respect to the short
exact sequence seen on the top of the last diagram.
The downward maps are all quotients, and the horizontal map does the following:
ppa1, α1q, pa2, α2qq ÞÑ pa1   a2  ϕ2pα1  α2q, α1   α2q
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Altogether, this demonstrates an isomorphism between
pA` P
M
Mϕ1 q  Baer p
A` P
M
Mϕ2 q
and A` P
M
Mϕ1 ϕ2 .
Note that 0 P HompK,Aq corresponds to A` P
L
M0  A`B. This makes the correspon-
dence between HompK,Aq and ExtpB,Aq a homomorphism. We wish to know the kernel of
this isomorphism, i.e. for what ϕ P HompK,A, q is A` P
M
Mϕ  A`B. Suppose we have
a isomorphism θ from A` P
M
Mϕ to A`B such that the following diagram commutes:
P A` P
0 A A` P
M
Mϕ B 0
0 A A`B B 0
A
aÞÑpa,0q
id
[a,α] ÞÑpαq
θ id
proj2
proj1
Then the map from the top left P to the bottom center A is p ÞÑ proj2pθr0, psq, which we
will call ψ is a homomophism whose restriction to K is ϕ. Thus, ϕ extends to P . Suppose
conversely that ϕ : K ÝÑ A extends to ψ : P ÝÑ A. Then,
θra, αs  pa  ψpαq, pαqq
makes the above diagram commute.
So ExtpB,Aq  cokertHompP,Aq ÝÑ HompK,Aqu
Now, consider the following short exact sequences of modules:
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An1 An Bn An An 1 Bn 1
pi
K P Bn 1
κ 
As before, P is a projective module.
Consider the sequence:
0 Ñ HompBn 1, An1q Ñ HompBn 1, Anq Ñ HompBn 1, Bnq Ñ ExtpBn 1, An1q
Ñ ExtpBn 1, Anq Ñ ExtpBn 1, Bnq Ñ Ext
2pBn 1, An1q Ñ   
We wish to check that the sequence is exact.
0 Ñ HompBn 1, An1q Ñ HompBn 1, Anq Ñ HompBn 1, Bnq is exact, as this is the
result of the functor HompBn 1, q acting on the first SES. We also know ExtpBn 1, An1q Ñ
ExtpBn 1, Anq Ñ ExtpBn 1, Bnq Ñ Ext
2pBn 1, An1q Ñ    is exact, as it is a result
of the functor ExtpBn 1, q acting on the first SES. We wish to see if the map f :
HompBn 1, Bnq ÝÑ ExtpBn 1q such that θ
f
ÞÑ An1 ` P
L
Mθ¯ is a map in the sequence
above that will combine these sequences to be one long exact sequence, where θ˜ exists (as P
is projective) and makes the below diagram commute, and θ¯  θ˜  ι.
K P Bn 1
An1 An Bn
ι
θ¯

θ˜ θ
pi
We will first check if kerpfq  imgpHompBn 1, Anq Ñ HompBn 1, Bnqq. We know
from the previously established isomorphism (ExtpBn 1, An1q  cokertHompP,An1q ÝÑ
HompK,An1qu) that if θ¯ is the restriction of the map θˆ : P ÝÑ An1, then it is in kerpfq.
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K P Bn 1
An1 An Bn
ι
θ¯

θ˜
θˆ
θ
pi
Consider pθ˜ θˆq1  ϕ P HompBn 1, Anq. Notice that ϕ is well defined, as for k P kerpq
, pθ˜ θˆqpkq  pθ˜ θˆqpι1kq  0 by the commutativity of the lower left hand triangle in the
diagram (this triange is commutative because of the commutivity of the top triangle and the
injectivity of ι).
Thus, kerpfq  imgpHompBn 1, Anq Ñ HompBn 1, Bnqq
Given θ P imgpHompBn 1, Anq Ñ HompBn 1, Bnqq , we have the following diagram:
K P Bn 1
An1 An Bn
ι
θ¯

θ˜
θ
pi
where θ˜ is the lift of piθ. Consider θ˜ θ. We know piθ˜  piθ, so θ˜ θppq P kerppiq 
An1 for all p P P . Also, pθ˜ θqpιkq  θ˜pιkq  θ¯pkq Therefore, θ P kerpfq.
Now, let us check that imgpfq  kerpExtpBn 1, An1q Ñ ExtpBn 1, Anqq.
Using our previously established isomorphism, in order to determine if imgpfq  kerpExtpBn 1, An1q Ñ
ExtpBn 1, Anqq, we need to know when, given a θ P HompBn 1, Bnq (and the resulting θ¯
that determines a homomorphism from K to An1), can we extend θ¯ to a map θˆ from P to
An. This is a direct consequence of this previous diagram:
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K P Bn 1
An1 An Bn
ι
θ¯

θˆ θ
pi
We also need to establish that if we have θ¯, a homomorphism from K to An1 that extends
to θˆ from P to An, whether it is the image of some θ P HompBn 1, Bnq.
K P Bn 1
An1 An Bn
ι
θ¯

θˆ θ
pi
where θ  piθ¯1. This is well defined as, although  has kernel ιpKq, we have piθˆιpKq 
piθ¯pKq  0
Any ϕ P HomLpΓqpMC , Aq is determined uniquely by an element a in ta P A | apwICq  0u
where
wIC : spantpq
 P LpΓq |p, q P PathpΓq, s p  w , DN P N s.t. pCqNp  0u
It is clear why this condition is necessary. It is sufficient because given any LpΓq module A,
any a P ta P A | apwICq  0u defines a morphism by determining its output on 1b v.
Note that ta P Av | aCnCn  a for all n P Nu  ta P A | apwICq  0u. Since ϕp1b vq 
ϕp1bvqCnCn  ϕp1bvqv, it is clear why we have this containment. We have the reverse con-
tainment because if, by way of contradiction, there is a P ta P Av | aCnCn  a for all n P Nu
where awIC  0, then for all n P N, we have aCnCnwIC  0, which is a contradiction of the
definition of wIC .
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3.3 Reducing a Digraph to Strongly Connected Γ with
Multiple Cycles
We can do the reduction algorithm on Γ that eliminates loopless nonsinks [28]. The
output of this reduction algorithm is not unique, but it is a Morita equivalence. Thus we have
changed the algebra but preserved the module category - in particular, our simple modules
under this functor are still simple.
We will fix a simple module M over some LpΓq.
Consider VM , the support of M . Since M is a simple module, we can also denote this
set as V;w for any w in the unique minimal equivalence class in VM (the partial order is
given by v ¤ w when there is a path from w to v). Here is the reasoning: for any vertex v
not in VM , all vertices less than v are also not in VM , and if te P V r VM for all e such that
se  v, then v P V r VM . Thus, V r VM is a hereditary saturated set. We also see that for
any w, a minimal element of VM , all other elements of its equivalence class are in VM . If not,
then the fact that V r VM is hereditary means that w would not be in VM , a contradiction.
We have that this minimal equivalence class is unique, as if m1 P Mv1, m2 P Mv2 are two
nonzero elements for v1, v2 in different minimal equivalence classes. By simplicity, there exists°
i piq

i P LpΓq such that m1
°
i piq

i P LpΓq  m2. Thus, tpi P VM , and tpi is less than v1
and v2, which is a contradiction. Also, it is clear that any vertices greater than w are in VM ,
as for any path p where tp  w, we have p as an injective map from Mw to Msp.
We can use the isomorphism mentioned earlier to get:
LpΓq
M
pV r VMq  LpΓ;wq
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where Γ;w is the full subgraph of Γ on V;w. Thus, we have changed the algebra again,
but to one that is isomorphic.
We will denote w :
°
vPrws v, where rws is the set of vertices in the same equivalence
class as w. We will also denote Γrws as the full subgraph on rws.
Lemma 12. The functor
bwLpΓqw wLpΓq
gives an equivalence of categories between LpΓrwsq  LpΓrwsq modules M and LpΓq modules
N generated by Nw. The adjoint functor
HomwLpΓqwpwLpΓq,q  w
is the functor between LpΓq modules N generated by Nw and LpΓrwsq modules M .
Proof.
M
bwLpΓqwwLpΓq
ÞÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM bwLpΓqw wLpΓq
w
ÞÝÝÑ
 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓq

w
We need to show
 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓq

w  M bwLpΓqw wLpΓqw. We can show this by
viewing M bwLpΓqw wLpΓq as
 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓqw

`
 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓqp1 wq

Notice that projection onto the first summand gives a section ofw. Thus,
 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓq

w 
M bwLpΓqw wLpΓqw. Then, we have M bwLpΓqw wLpΓqw M .
For the reverse direction, consider N an LpΓq module such that NwLpΓq  N .
N
w
ÞÝÝÑ Nw
bwLpΓqwwLpΓq
ÞÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Nw bwLpΓqw wLpΓq
By the evaluation map nwbx ÞÑ nwx and the assumption that NwLpΓq  N , the composition
of these maps are the identity.
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Notice that if you have a LpΓq module N , the image of N under the composition of these
functors is the submodule of N that is isomorphic to NwLpΓq. This can be seen by viewing
N as NwLpΓq ` Np1  wqLpΓq. We see that NwLpΓqw bwLpΓqw wLpΓq is isomorphic to
NwLpΓq via the evaluation map. We can also see Np1wqLpΓqwbwLpΓqw wLpΓq is trivial as
the only elements of p1 wqLpΓq are linear combinations of dual paths that start at vertices
not in rws. However, all paths of wLpΓqw start and end at elements of rws. By CK1, this is
isomorphic to the zero module.
Since M MwLpΓq when M is simple, we may restrict attention to LpΓrwsq.
After the previous reductions, we are now considering a simple LpΓq module, where Γ is
strongly connected and has full support V  VM .
There are three possibilities for w:
• w is a sink
• w is on a single cycle.
• Γrws contains multiple cycles
For the first case, LpΓq  F, and M is any one dimensional vector space over F. In the module
over LpΓq before we did our reductions on Γ, we have that M  wLpΓq, a projective simple
module (in fact all projective simple modules over LpΓq are of this form). The dimension of
wLpΓq may or may not be finite. It is finite dimensional iff w there are no cycles leading to
w [27].
In the second case, LpΓq  Frx, x1s. Since this is a PID (and if M is simple, it means
that M is finitely generated), we know all modules over it. These modules are the Chen
modules. All modules (in the case of disjoint cycles) are Chen modules [12]. These modules
can be further twisted and generalized as was done in the previous section.
Our new simple LpΓq modules appear in the case that rws contains multiple cycles.
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3.4 Spaces of step functions and infinite product paths
Our new modules are submodules of step functions (linear combinations of indicator
functions) on the space of infinite paths in Γ, denoted by
P8pΓq  P8  te1e2e3    |tei  sei 1 @i P N¡0, ei P Eu .
The topology placed on this is the restriction of the product topology on EN (where E has
the discrete topology). Basic open sets are determined by a path p  p1p2    pn P PathpΓq
(where pi P E):
pP8 : te1e2e3    P P8 | ei  pi for 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.
Recall from the preliminaries that P8 is a closed, compact space that is Borel measurable.
We would like to have a probability measure on this space. This can be done by making
a weight function from E \ V to R that assigns to each edge in E a weight that is strictly
positive, with the condition that
¸
sev
wpeq  1. With these weights in mind, we can create
the matrix:
W 
¸
sev
teu
wpeq

v,uPV
Thus we have that the sum of each row is 1.
We can use Perron-Frobenius Theory to find the left eigenvector with positive coordinates
and eigenvalue 1. We make the choice of eigenvector unique by demanding that
¸
vPV
av  1.
We define wpvq : av
This weight function extends to a measure µ on basic open sets (which are also closed).
For p  p1p2    pn P PathpΓq (where pi P E), we define µppP8q : wpsp1qwpp1q   wppnq :
wpspqwppq.
We then extend this measure to all closed sets S of P8 via:
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µpSq  lim
nÑ8
µ
£
n
tp  P8 | p P PrnpSqu

 lim
nÑ8
¸
pPPrnpSq
µpp  P8q
where Prnpe1e2    q  e1e2    en . Since the sequence is monotone decreasing and bounded
below by 0, it converges.
We wish to establish which linear combinations of step functions are trivial. To that end
consider:
F
 
2X r tHu

ÝÑ FX
n¸
i1
λiXi ÞÝÑ
n¸
i
λi1Xi
where 2X is the power set of X. Notice that multiplication of indicator functions corresponds
to intersection of the corresponding sets. We can see that A B  AYB is in their kernel
when A and B are disjoint sets. Consider an arbitrary element of the kernel. Using the
previous relation, we can rewrite any
°n
i λiXi as an equivalent sum using disjoint sets, such
as ¸
aiPt0,1un
i1 X
ai
i H
pa1λ1      anλnq
n£
i1
Xaii
where X1i : Xi and X
0
i : X rXi. These sets are all disjoint, and the sum is mapped to
the trivial function if and only if each coefficient is 0.
The action of LpΓq on FP8 is given by:
for v P V p1Sqv 1vS where vS  tx P S | sx  vu
for e P E p1Sqe 1eS where e
S  tx | ex P Su
for e P E p1Sqe
 1eS where eS  tex |x P S, sx  teu
When F  C, we can adjust the action of LpΓq on FP8 to ensure that both v and ee act
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as partial isometries:
for v P V p1Sqv 1vS where vS  tx P S | sx  vu
for e P E p1Sqe 
wpteq
wpseqwpeq
1eS where e
S  tx | ex P Su
for e P E p1Sqe
 wpseqwpeq
wpteq
1eS where eS  tex |x P S, sx  teu
All relations of the Leavitt Path Algebra hold:
for v, u P V p1Sqvu  p1vSqu  1uvS  1δu,vuS  p1Sqδu,vv
for e P E p1Sqse e  p1se Sqe  1ese S  1eS  p1Sqe
for e P E p1Sqete  p1e Sqte  1te e S  1eS  p1Sqe
for e, f P E p1Sqe
f  p1e Sqf  1fe S  1δf,etf S  p1Sqδe,f te
for v (nonsink) P V
¸
sev
p1Sqee
 
¸
sev
p1eSqe
 
¸
sev
1eeS  1vS  p1Sqv
The last relation is true as eeS  tx P S|x  ex1u. These sets are disjoint for each e P E,
thus the indicator function of the sum corresponds to the indicator function of their union.
Thus,

sev ee
S  tx P S|x  ex1u  vS.
This action extends to step functions, which are functions that are linear combination of
indicator functions of closed sets S on P8. We will consider the indicator functions of closed
sets, as they are measurable.
However, when we have indicator functions of closed sets, we also have indicator functions
of locally closed sets, which are intersections of open sets and closed sets. We also have
indicator functions of constructible sets, which are unions of locally closed sets. This is
detailed in the following lemma.
Before we detail the proof of the lemma, the following facts are useful:
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1. In general, 1AXB  1A  1B.
2. The intersection of two locally closed sets is a locally closed set - note when Ui is open
and Fi is closed for i P t0, 1u, we have:
pU0 X F0q X pU1 X F1q  pU0 X U1q X pF0 X F1q.
Lemma 13. The following are equivalent:
1. f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are nonempty, constructible sets.
2. f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are nonempty, locally closed sets.
3. f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are nonempty, closed sets.
4. f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are nonempty, disjoint, constructible sets.
5. f 
°
i λi1Si , where the image of f is finite and each Si is nonempty and constructible.
6. f 
°
f1pλiq
λi1f1pλiq, where the collection of sets sets tf
1pλiquλiPF is locally finite
and each Si is nonempty and constructible.
Proof.
p1q ùñ p2q We have f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are constructible sets. Consider that
each constructible set Si is the union of finitely many locally closed sets Ak. Note that
n¤
k1
Ak 
9¤
akPt0,1un
k1 A
ak
k H

n£
k1
Aakk

where A1k  Ak, and A
0
k  P8 r Ak.
The compliment of a locally closed set is a linear combination of indicator functions of
locally closed sets. For U an open set, F a closed set:
1P8rpUXF q  1P8rU   1P8rF  1pP8rUqXpP8rF q
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Since the intersection of locally closed sets is a locally closed set, and intersection of
sets corresponds to multiplication of their indicator functions, we have successfully
rewritten f as a linear combination of indicator functions of locally closed sets.
p2q ùñ p3q We have f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are locally closed sets. Note that for U
an open set, F a closed set:
1UXF  1F  1FXpP8rUq.
We have thus successfully rewritten f as a linear combination of indicator functions of
closed sets.
p3q ùñ p4q We have f 
°
i λi1Si , where Si are closed sets. Consider the fact that
we can partition the union of the Si into disjoint sets locally closed sets:
9¤
aiPt0,1un
i1 S
ai
i H

n£
i1
Saii

where S1i  Si, and S
0
i  P8 r Si. Then, we can rewrite f as:
¸
aiPt0,1un
i1 S
ai
i H
pa1λ1      anλnq1n
i1 S
ai
i
p4q ùñ p5q is trivial.
p5q ùñ p6q Consider f 
°
i λi1Si , where the image of f is finite and each Si is
constructible. We can, without loss of generality, rewrite f a a linear combination of
indicator functions of disjoint sets (using p1q ùñ p2q ùñ p3q ùñ p4qq. Then, let
Xλ 

tSi |λi  λu. These Xλ are constructible, and there are finitely many of them
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(as Image of f is finite). We can then rewrite f as:
f 
¸
λ
λ1Xλ
p6q ùñ p1q is trivial.
Lemma 14. If f 
°
i λi1Si  0 is linear combination of indicator functions with Si distinct
nonempty closed sets, then there exists a path p such that fp  λ1S with S closed, S  Ø.
Proof. We can rewrite f as
°
i µi1Xi a linear combination of indicator functions of disjoint
nonempty constructible sets by our lemma. As the sets are disjoint, we can find an n P N
and a p P PrnpX1q such that p R PrnpXiq, 2 ¤ i ¤ n. When we act on f with p, then fp
only has output 0 and µ1. Consider how when p acts on
°
i λi1Si with Si distinct, if fp must
be the indicator of a disjoint union of closed sets in order to have one output other than 0.
As a finite union of closed sets is closed, fp  λ1S with S closed, S  Ø.
Thus, all simple modules in the space of step functions are generated by a single step
function.
Then the question remain of which step functions generate simple modules.
S is defined by a set of forbidden words if infinite paths in S have no paths in the set of
forbidden paths appears as a sub-segment. You may similarly think of S as being defined by
allowed paths (where allowed paths have no forbidden path as a sub-segment). For S defined
by a set of forbidden words, we say that S is irreducible that for any two allowed paths x
and z, there is an allowed path y such that xyz is a valid path.
Lemma 15. If p1Sqv  0 for irreducible S , then for any allowed path p such that tp  v ,
p1Sqp  λp1Sqv.
Proof. To understand this, consider S as a set defined by allowed words. The set of infinite
paths that start with p and those that start with tp are in 1 1 correspondence.
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Lemma 16. If p1Sqv  0 for irreducible S , then there is an element x of FΓ such that
p1Sqvx  1S.
Proof. For u P V there is an allowed word pu such that spu  v, tpu  u (this is due to
the irreducible condition) . Thus,
¸
uPV
wptpq
wpuqwppq
pu is an element of FΓ that sends p1Sqv to
1S.
Theorem 17. All irreducible nonempty S  P8 define indicator functions 1S whose associ-
ated cyclic modules are simple.
Proof. Consider 1S
°
i piq

i , where
°
i piq

i P LpΓq such that 1S
°
i piq

i  0. We can find a
path r longer than any of the qi such that 1S
°
i piq

i r  0. By this, we obtain λ1Str  0.
By our corollary, there is an element x P FΓ (scaled appropriately) that will send λ1Stp to
1S Thus, we can go from any generic element of the cycloc module back to the generator 1S
via the action of LpΓq. Thus, the module is simple.
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Chapter 4
Other Simple Modules over Lp1, 2q
We will construct modules that are not Chen modules over Lp1, 2q (a construction that can
easily be modified for Lp1, nq where n ¥ 2). To remind the reader, the underlying graph Γ is:
e1e0
4.1 Papillon
We will consider a quiver representation that satisfies the isomorphism condition, and
demonstrate why this is not a Chen module.
Let the vector space at the single vertex be
X  t paiqiPN | paiqiPN is 2
k-periodic for some k P N u
The edges, e0 and e1 respectively, will act in the following manner:
pa0, a1, a2,    qe0  pa0, a2, a4,    q
pa0, a1, a2,    qe1  pa1, a3, a5,    q
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Notice that this module satisfies the isomorphism condition. Therefore, it is a Leavitt module,
and:
pa0, a1, a2,    qe

0  pa0, 0, a1, 0,    q
pa0, a1, a2,    qe

1  p0, a0, 0, a1,    q
We will call this module Papillon. You may recall a very similar module from the intro-
duction to this thesis. The action is exactly the same (ei ÐÑ xi, e

i ÐÑ yi) but the space
X is markedly different from the space of finite sequences.
For any m PM , where M is an LpΓq module, we define:
Am : tp P PathpΓq | p  p1p2    pn , mps pqp0    pn1  0, mp  0, where pi P Eu
Lemma 18. For Chen modules, Am has infinitely many elements when m  0, unless we
have a rational Chen Module defined by a cycle with no exit.
Proof. For any nonzero m PM , M a Chen Module, m is a linear combination of infinite tail
equivalent paths (this means that for any set tα1, . . .αnu of tail equivalent infinite paths,
there is a kαi for each αi such that all paths in the set are the same at and beyond the edge
of index kαi . For any m 
°
α, without loss of generality, let kα1 be the largest of the kαi .
There exists a path p of length kα1 such that mp  0 (by the repeated application of (CK2)
exactly kα1 times ). We can see that Amp has infinitely many elements - it consists of all
paths αkα1 1αkα1 2   αkα1 Ne where N P N and e P E, e  αkα1 N 1 (this is possible as the
infinite path is not on a cycle without exits). As Amp  Am, this shows that Am also has
infinitely many elements.
This is not a property shared by the Papillon over Lp1, 2q described above - given any
nonzero x P X, any edge that does not annihilate x will divide the length of its period by 2.
This means that |Ax| ¤ k where 2
k is the smallest period of x. It is also clear that Papillon
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is not a rational Chen module on a cycle with no exit, given that our Γ has exits for any
rational path. Papillion is the same as the module generated by the indicator function for P8
on Γ. The correspondence is clear when you have the constant sequence correspond to 1P8 .
4.2 Modules with the action of Leavitt defined by poly-
nomials
We want to obtain new representations for LpΓq acting on:
1. Z-indexed sequences
2. Laurent polynomials (Frx1, xs)
3. Polynomials
4. x1Frx1s
We will relate the actions of p1q and p2q with the correspondence
f
¯

$''&''%
fk m ¤ k ¤ l
0 else
Ø fpzq 
l¸
km
fkx
k
. We can consider p3q and p4q as a restriction of p2q.
We start with a polynomial m0pzq 
°n
i0 aix
i, with the following conditions:
1. a0  0
2. λ 
°n
i0 a
2
i  0
3.
°
ijk aiaj  0 for k even, k  0
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As a consequence of the last condition, the degree n is odd. We will also define m1pzq 
znm0pz
1q. For a Laurent polynomial fpzq, the action is as follows:
fpzq v  fpzq
fpzq ei  λ
1mipzqfpz
2q for i  0, 1
fpzq ei 
1
2
 
mipz
1{2qfpz1{2q  mipz
1{2qfpz1{2q

for i  0, 1
On Z-indexed sequences, the action is:
f
¯
v  f
¯
f
¯
e0 
$''''&''''%
λ1
pn1q{2¸
k0
fika2k i is even
λ1
pn1q{2¸
k0
fika2k 1 i is odd
f
¯
e1 
$''''&''''%
λ1
pn1q{2¸
k0
fikan2k i is even
λ1
pn1q{2¸
k0
fikanp2k 1q i is odd
f
¯
e0  p. . . ,
n¸
k0
f2ikak, . . .q
f
¯
e1  p. . . ,
n¸
k0
f2ikank, . . .q
The conditions on m0 ensures that the relations of the Leavitt path algebra hold.
Even though the action of ei may seem problematic, you always get a Laurent polynomial
or Z-indexed sequence due to cancellation of terms. Another way to describe the action
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is: ei upsamples (double all exponents) and multiplies by mi; ei multiplies by mi (where
mipxq  mipx
1q) and then downsamples (halve all exponents and get rid of non integer
powers). To verify (CK1) and (CK2), it is handy to have the identities:
mipxqmjpxq  mipxqmjpxq  2λδij
m0pxqm0pxq  m1pxqm1pxq  2λ
m0pxqm0pxq  m1pxqm1pxq  0
All of these identities are a consequence of having
m0pxq m0pxq
m1pxq m1pxq
ﬁﬃﬂ be almost a ”unitary”
matrix , so that :
m0pxq m0pxq
m1pxq m1pxq
ﬁﬃﬂ
 m0pxq m1pxq
m0pxq m1pxq
ﬁﬃﬂ 
2λ 0
0 2λ
ﬁﬃﬂ
 m0pxq m1pxq
m0pxq m1pxq
ﬁﬃﬂ
m0pxq m0pxq
m1pxq m1pxq
ﬁﬃﬂ 
2λ 0
0 2λ
ﬁﬃﬂ
To check (CK1) for Laurent polynomials:
fpzqei ej 
 
λ1mipzqfpz
2q

ej
 λ1
 
mipz
1{2qfpzqmjpz
1{2q  mipz
1{2qfpzqmjpz
1{2q

 λ1
1
2
 
mipz
1{2qmjpz
1{2q  mipz
1{2qmjpz
1{2q

fpzq
 λ1
1
2
2λδijfpzq
 δijfpzq
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To check (CK2):
fpzqpe0e

0   e1e

1q 
1
2
 
m0pz
1{2qfpz1{2q  m0pz
1{2qfpz1{2q

e0
 
1
2
 
m1pz
1{2qfpz1{2q  m1pz
1{2qfpz1{2q

e1

1
2
λ1
 
m0pz
1qfpzqm0pzq  m0pz
1qfpzqm0pzq

 
1
2
λ1
 
m1pz
1qfpzqm1pzq  m1pz
1qfpzqm1pzq


1
2
λ1fpzq pm0pzqm0pzq  m1pzqm1pzqq
 
1
2
λ1fpzq pm0pzqm0pzq  m1pzqm1pzqq

1
2
λ1fpzqp2λq  
1
2
λ1fpzqp0q  fpzq
The action on Z-indexed sequences is analogous.
We now have a way of generating representations of Lp1, 2q. Let’s look at the representation
that is defined by m0  1   x (and thus m1  1  x). Regardless of whether you look at
this in the space of Laurent Polynomials or bi-infinite 2k periodic sequences, if you want to
produce simple representations, you find that you need to restrict to one of three spaces:
infinite sequences (indexed by natural numbers), Frxs, or x1Frx1s. For the action on
infinite sequences, it is helpful to look at the basis of rows of the infinite Hadamard matrix
constructed recursively:
H0 

1

and Hn 
Hn1 Hn1
Hn1 Hn1
ﬁﬃﬂ
Using the action on f
¯
 p. . . , f0, f1, f2, . . . , f2k1 . . .q, which simplifies as:
f
¯
e0 
1
2
p. . . , f0, f0, f1, f1, f2, f2, . . . , f2k1, f2k1, . . .q
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f
¯
e1 
1
2
p. . . , f0,f0, f1,f1, f2,f2, . . . , f2k1,f2k1, . . .q
f
¯
e0  p. . . , f0   f1, f2   f3, f4   f5 . . . , f2k2   f2k1, f0   f1, . . .q
f
¯
e1  p. . . , f0  f1, f2  f3, f4  f5 . . . , f2k2  f2k1, f0  f1, . . .q
We get that that rows go to scalar multiples of rows under the action of e0 and e

1 . This allows
us to see that we can obtain all 2k periodic sequences (as rows of the Hadamard transform
form a basis of 2k periodic sequences). As all sequences can be reduced to the constant
sequence (e0, e1 divide the period of any sequence by 2, and they cannot both annihilate a
given element), and the constant sequence survives (up to constant multiple) only along the
infinite path e0e0e0    , this is a Chen Module (one can see from a future lemma that the
feature of an element only surviving along one path uniquely defines a Chen Module).
On polynomials, the action is markedly different. This module is simple because all
nontrivial polynomials can be reduced by repeated action of e0, e1 to a nontrivial constant
polynomial. By repeated action of e0   e

1 , e

0  e

1 , we are able to take x
n and obtain x2n or
x2n 1. We are able to obtain all monomials of power greater than or equal to 0 this way. This
module is the same as Papillon - 1 corresponds to p1, 1, 1, 1, . . .q and monomials correspond
to the rows of the infinite Hadamard transform.
Lastly, the action of Lp1, 2q on x1Frx1s is a nontrivial twist of the Papillon. We will
show that all twists by the gauge action are nontrivial.
Lemma 19. For all pa, bq P F  F, Papillon twisted by the gauge action of pa, bq is a
distinct simple module up to isomorphism.
Proof. We will check that the only thing that stabilizes Papillon is p1, 1q. We will consider
the twisted action of Lp1, 2q on Papillon, where re0  ae0 and re1  be1, for pa, bq P F  F.
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Consider that p1, 1, 1, 1, . . .q is fixed under the action of e0 and e1. Scalar multiples of this
sequence are the only ones fixed under the action of e0 and e1. However, there is no nontrivial
constant sequence fixed by re0 and re1, with the exception of when pa, bq  p1, 1q. Thus, the
action is faithful.
The action of Lp1, 2q on x1Frx1s is a nontrivial twist of the Papillon, by the scalars
p1,1q.
Other modules can be constructed by considering the action defined m0  1 x
2n 1, m1 
1 x2n 1 on Laurent polynomials (n P N. On monomials, the action simplifies as follows:
xke0 
$''&''%
xk{2 k is even
xpk2n1q{2 k is odd
xke1 
$''&''%
xk{2 k is even
xpk2n1q{2 k is odd
xke0  x
2k   x2k 2n 1
xke1  x
2k  x2k 2n 1
Given this action we have this decomposition of Frx, x1s into these simple modules:
Frx, x1s  Frx2n 1s ` x2n1Frx2n1s
à
O
à
kP rO
Fxk

Where O is a nontrivial orbit of x2y ( the multiplicative group generated by 2 in Z{p2n 1qZ
), and rO is the preimage of O under the map from Z to Z{p2n   1qZ. This is because the
action of e0, e

0 , e1, e

1 on a x
k yields terms whose degree is either 2k, 2k   2n   1, k{2, or
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pk  2n 1q{2. All of the algebraic operations involved (multiplying or dividing by 2, adding
or subtracting 2n  1) leave invariant the orbits of x2y in Z{p2n  1qZ.
As far as why each piece is simple - notice that any Laurent polynomial under the repeated
action of e0 and e1 becomes a polynomial of reduced degree and increased order until the
order is greater than or equal to 2n 1 and the degree is less than or equal to 0. It just
so happens that 1 and x2n1 are fixed under the action of e0, e1. Repeated application of
e0, e1 (such that the action does not yield the 0 polynomial) to a polynomial of order strictly
greater than 2n 1 and degree less than 0 keeps multiplying the powers of each term by
1{2, and adjusting to where each term is strictly between 2n 1 and 0 - thus giving a basis
of polynomials of terms with powers in the same orbit of x2y. As 2 and 21 are units in
Z{p2n  1qZ, all elements of the orbit are achieved though repeated application of e0, e1.
While Frx2n 1s and x2n1Frx2n1s are recognizable as Papillon and the Papillon twisted
by p1,1q (this via the vector isomorphism xk ÞÑ xkp2n 1q), the modules indexed by the orbits
of x2y in Z{p2n  1qZ are different. It is clear that these modules are not Chen, as monomials
are all nonzero under the action of e0 and e1 forever. At the same time, these modules are
not Papillon- this is clear when you consider the O always have even and odd elements. Look
at the action of e0, e1 on odd powered monomials. If there was a polynomial such that it was
fixed (up to scalar multiple) under that action of e0, e1, it would need to have all powers
between 2n 1 and 0. The polynomial must have all even or odd degree (as e0 and e1 differ
only by a scalar on even or odd power terms - but not on polynomials with mixed even and
odd power terms). This cannot happen, as all orbits of x2y have even and odd numbers:
Lemma 20. All orbits of x2y in Z{p2n  1qZ have even and odd numbers
Proof. Given any even element of an orbit, if you multiply by 2 enough, you get something
larger than 2n  1. When you mod by 2n  1, you will get something odd. If you start with
something odd instead, multiplication by 2 will either yield an even number (if your starting
number was less than or equal to n) or an odd number less than n (if your starting number
was greater than or equal to n  1). When in the latter case, multiply by 2 again, giving an
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even number.
There is no element fixed up to scalar by e0, e1. Thus, these modules are not the same as
Papillon (where the constant sequence is fixed). They cannot be any module generated by an
indicator function on P8, as we have just shown that this module is not the one generated
by 1P8
Thus, we have constructed a module which is neither a Chen module, nor a module
generated by an indicator function on P8.
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